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1. Introduction

Design of experiments (DOE) has a rich history, with many theoretical developments and practical applications in a variety of fields. Success stories abound in agriculture, clinical trials, industrial product design, and many other areas. Yet, despite the impact DOE has had on other fields and the wealth of experimental designs that appear in the literature, we feel DOE is not used as widely or effectively in the practice of simulation as it should be. We suggest several possible explanations for this. One reason may be that few simulation analysts have been convinced of the benefits of DOE. Instead of using even a simple experimental design, many analysts end up making runs for only a single system specification, or they vary a handful of the many potential factors one at a time. Their efforts are focused on building—rather than analyzing—the model. DOE benefits include achieving gains (e.g., improving performance instead of a trial-and-error approach to finding a good solution) and avoiding losses (e.g., obtaining an “optimal” result with respect to one specific...
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setting may lead to disastrous results when implemented). Unfortunately, few simulation practitioners seem to be aware of the additional insights that can be gleaned by effective use of designs.

A second reason may be that DOE research is often found in specialty journals seldom read by simulation analysts. Many results improve efficiency or guard against bias, whereas the bigger picture—namely, the setting for which this class of designs is most appropriate—may not be clear to an audience more familiar with simulation modeling.

The primary reason, in our opinion, is that most designs were originally developed for real-world experimentation and have been subsequently adapted for use in simulation studies, rather than developed specifically for simulation settings. Classic DOE textbooks (e.g., Box et al. 1978, Box and Draper 1987, Montgomery 2000, or Myers and Montgomery 2002) focus not on the needs of simulation analysts, but on the practical constraints and implementation issues when conducting real-world experiments. Comprehensive simulation textbooks (Law and Kelton 2000, Banks et al. 2005) cover a broad range of topics and provide detailed lists of references, but they demonstrate DOE by using it on a few simple test problems that do not stretch the reader’s mental framework as to the depth and breadth of insights possible. Since DOE and general simulation books familiarize analysts with only a small subset of potential designs and applications, analysts are likely to force their problems to fit a particular design instead of identifying the design that best meets their needs.

Our goal is to bring together (i) a discussion of the issues that analysts should be aware of as they prepare to code, collect, and analyze output from a simulation model, and (ii) a guide for selecting appropriate designs. In particular, we contend that analysts must consider:

- the types of questions;
- characteristics of their simulation setting;
- characteristics of, and constraints imposed on, the simulation data collection and analysis; and
- the need to convey the results effectively.

These issues seem straightforward, but fundamental problems related to designing simulation experiments are all-too-often overlooked. We discuss these more fully later, focusing on the practical benefits of DOE. A design suited to a particular application is much better than trial and error or a simple, small design. Consequently, practitioners should be open to the notion that DOE is a useful and necessary part of analysis of complex simulation.

This is not a tutorial on the details for implementing specific designs, nor do we present a historical development of DOE and simulation. Instead, we provide an overview of the wide variety of situations that simulation analysts might face, the benefits and drawbacks of various designs in these contexts, and references. We want to change the mindset of simulation analysts and researchers to consider DOE as an integral part of any simulation project.

This overview is based on our experience through contacts with many simulation users and researchers over the last few decades. Where we disagree with current practice or theory, we present both sides. Despite the wide variety of designs that are available in the literature and, in some cases, statistical or simulation packages, we identify some situations where needs are still unmet. Our goal is to motivate more research to address these deficiencies.

In this paper we use concepts and terminology from simulation and statistics. Many readers may be familiar with simulation—and its DOE aspects—at the level of a textbook such as Law and Kelton (2000, p. xix), who state that a “second course in simulation for graduate students” should cover their Chapter 12 on “experimental design, sensitivity analysis, and optimization.” For the reader familiar with only some of these ideas, we introduce brief definitions and explanations. For a refresher or an overview of simulation experiments, see Nakayama (2003) or Kelton and Barton (2003).

In §2 we describe how designing simulation experiments differs from designing experiments on real-world systems. Specifically, we address questions that simulation analysts or clients should ask. We also describe a number of other characteristics of simulation settings that cannot easily be handled through more traditional methods, and we provide examples to motivate the need for designs that cover a wide range of simulation settings. In §3 we discuss some characteristics of designs, including effectiveness. In §4 we describe several classes of designs, and assess their strengths and weaknesses for various simulation settings and their design characteristics. In §5 we describe ways to check the design’s assumptions. In §6 we present a small case study, and in §7 we conclude with areas that merit additional work to achieve the potential benefits—either via new research or via incorporation into simulation or statistical software packages. An Online Supplement to this paper on the journal’s website provides more details.

2. Why Is DOE for Simulation so Different?

We begin with some terminology. An input or a parameter in simulation is referred to as a factor in DOE. A factor can be either qualitative or quantitative. For example, in a queueing simulation, queue discipline can be either LIFO (last in, first out) or FIFO (first in, first out), so this is a qualitative factor. The number of servers is a discrete quantitative factor, while
the rate for an exponential distribution used to model customer inter-arrival times is a continuous quantitative factor. Each factor can be set to two or more values, called factor levels, typically coded numerically for analysis purposes. A scenario or design point is a combination of levels for all factors. We consider stochastic simulations, so replicates mean that different pseudo-random numbers (PRNs) are used to simulate the same scenario. Unless otherwise specified, we assume that replicates use nonoverlapping PRN streams, so outputs across replicates are independently identically distributed (IID)—as most statistical methods assume. The output stream from a single replicate is a time series, which generally has auto-correlated observations; for example, the basic single-server model gives auto-correlated individual waiting times (if one customer must wait a long time, then the next customer is also apt to wait a long time).

Of course, the simulation is itself a model of some real-world (or prospective) system, process, or entity. We can view the simulation code as a black box that implicitly transforms inputs (such as factor-level settings and PRNs) into outputs. A metamodel (or response surface, auxiliary model, emulator, etc.) is a model or approximation of this implicit Input/Output (I/O) function that characterizes the relationship between inputs and outputs in much simpler terms than the full simulation. When a simulation experiment is conducted and most or all of the factors are quantitative, a common metamodeling technique is that of polynomial regression. We assume that the I/O relationship is composed of a deterministic (predictable) component, which is a polynomial function of the input factors, and a stochastic component that captures the (typically additive) error or randomness in the response. In a first-order or main-effects model, the deterministic component takes the form

\[ f(X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_k) = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \beta_i X_i \]

where the \( X_i \) are the factor-level settings and the \( \beta_i \) are estimated from the data. A second-order model could also include the quadratic effects \( \sum_{i=1}^{k} \beta_i X_i \) and the two-way interactions \( \sum_{i=1}^{k-1} \sum_{j=i+1}^{k} \beta_{ij} X_i X_j \). Higher-order models might also be defined, but are harder to interpret.

We emphasize the following chicken-and-egg problem. Once a design is specified and simulated, metamodel parameters can be estimated. On the other hand, the types of metamodels that the analyst desires to investigate should guide the selection of an appropriate design.

DOE developed to generate and analyze data efficiently from real-world experimentation. In simulation, with its advances in computing power, we are not bound by some of the constraints that characterize real-world experiments. This is both an opportunity and a challenge. It is an opportunity to gain much more insight into how systems behave, and so provide assistance and information to decision makers that might differ dramatically (in terms of its quantity and nature) from that obtainable using more traditional methods. It is a challenge because it may require a new mindset. Indeed, we argue that the way simulation experiments should be approached is now fundamentally different from the way that real-world experiments involving, say, human subjects, should be approached.

To illustrate the difference between classic DOE and simulation DOE, consider the classic bias-minimizing designs. For example, Donohue et al. (1993), assuming a first-order metamodel but allowing for possible bias caused by second-order effects, derive designs that minimize that bias. We argue that such designs are relevant in real-world experiments but not in simulation. In the former cases, analysts must often select a design that is executed in “one shot” (say, one growing season in agriculture). In contrast, the data are collected sequentially in most simulation experiments, so analysts may start with a design for a first-order metamodel, then test (validate) the adequacy of that model, then augment their design to one that allows the estimation of second-order effects only if necessary (see, e.g., Sanchez et al. 1998, Kleijnen and Sargent 2000).

2.1. Asking Appropriate Questions

The importance of identifying the “right” problem before constructing a simulation and conducting the analysis is well known. For example, Law and Kelton (2000) state that the first step in a simulation study is to formulate the problem and plan the study. This step includes the project manager stating the problem of interest, and the analysts specifying the overall study objectives, specific questions to be answered, performance measures that will be used to evaluate the efficacy of different system configurations, system configurations to be modeled, and the time and resources required for the study. They go on to say that experimental design, sensitivity analysis, and optimization deal with situations in which there is “…less structure in the goal of the simulation study: we may want to find out which of possibly many parameters and structural assumptions have the greatest effect on a performance measure, or which set of model specifications appear to lead to optimal performance.” (Law and Kelton 2000, p. 622).

We recommend an even broader view since we find that the most common type of question concerns an a priori single specific performance measure (typically a mean) that analysts then try to estimate or optimize. Instead, our starting point is a set of three basic goals that simulation analysts and their clients may have:

- developing a basic understanding of a particular simulation model or system,
• finding robust decisions or policies, and
• comparing the merits of various decisions or policies.

2.1.1. Developing a Basic Understanding. The first goal covers a wide range of questions. We use this phrase rather than “testing hypotheses about factor effects” for the following reason. At one extreme, we may develop a simulation to gain insight into situations where the underlying mechanisms are not well understood, and where real-world data are limited or even nonexistent. At the other extreme, we may perform a detailed analysis of a verified and validated simulation model.

As an example of the first situation, Dr. Alfred Brandstein posed the question “When and how should command and control be centralized or decentralized?” when he was Chief Scientist of the Marine Corps (Brandstein 1999). We do not know enough about the human mind to program a model for how decisions are really made by an individual—let alone a group of people! Yet, ignoring these types of questions because they are “too hard” or “inappropriate” for operations research is unacceptable. Our profession’s roots are in finding ways to address difficult, interdisciplinary problems.

Addressing new problems often requires new simulation models. We find that making DOE an integral part of the model development process is useful in several ways. DOE can uncover detailed insight into the model’s behavior, cause the modeling team to discuss in detail the implications of various model assumptions, help frame questions when the analysts may not know ahead of time what questions should be asked, challenge or confirm expectations about the direction and relative importance of factor effects, and even uncover problems in the program logic. These situations are seldom described in the literature, particularly as they relate to problems in programming logic or modeling assumptions. To illustrate these benefits, we provide some anecdotal evidence from recent workshops and related research on the use of agent-based models for military decision making (also see Horne and Leonard 2001; Sanchez and Lucas 2002; Horne and Johnson 2002, 2003; Cioppa et al. 2004). Clearly, the benefits of incorporating DOE into the model-development process also apply to other types of simulation models.

Wan (2002) uncovers details about how a modeling platform behaves when simple terrain features are added. While familiarizing himself with the modeling platform, he sets up a skirmish within a corridor and uses simple experimental designs to generate data. Wan initially expects that “barriers” prohibit movement and provide protection from fire, as in earlier agent-based combat simulations. Instead, he uncovers instances where an enemy agent circles around the corridor and then exchanges fire with agents behind the front lines. Discussion with the software developer confirms that these barriers prohibit movement but not fire, behaving as ditches rather than walls. This is a low-probability event in Wan’s eventual scenario and illustrates how DOE can uncover details about model behavior that might not be revealed without a broad-based investigation of factor effects.

Gill and Grieger (2003) run several experiments to examine movement rules in time-step, agent-based modeling platforms. Their results led to a discussion of the implications of how various platforms implement an agent’s movement when, e.g., the agent’s propensity for moving toward a goal is “twice as high” as its propensity for avoiding enemy contact. This can affect the development of new scenarios by directing modeling efforts toward choosing appropriate weights for these propensities in different contexts. Without this investigation, scenario developers and analysts might all use the same phrase to describe movement behavior, but have different internal views of its meaning.

When analysts may not know ahead of time what questions to ask, DOE can help. For example, analysis of a model of a skirmish involving guerrilla forces attacking a conventional force reveals that the most important determinants of losses on both sides are factors associated with the guerrillas’ stealth and mobility (Lucas et al. 2003). The scenario was initially set up to explore the merits of conventional force tactics, movement, and squad strength, but the findings suggest that the defenders may gain more in terms of survivability and lethality by improving their ability to detect terrorists than by increasing their firepower.

Confirming prior expectations can be an important step in establishing face validity for simulation models, but it is also informative when the simulation provides insights that do not match expectations. In early investigations of a model of maneuver through an urban environment where experimentation was limited to investigations of five factors at a time (Lucas et al. 2002), the factors believed by a small group of subject-matter experts to be the most important turn out to have no statistically significant impact. Subsequent experiments provide new insights, indicating that the commanders’ propensities to maneuver toward friendly agents and away from enemy agents are critical and that losses are reduced when the commander balances his drive toward the goal with the avoidance of enemy contact. An interaction term reveals that a strong bond between the commander and subordinates can mitigate the negative impacts of so-called friction on the battlefield: even if the subordinate agents cannot hear, comprehend, or otherwise act on their commander’s orders, their losses are reduced if they stay with him.
Another major benefit of integrating DOE into the model-development process is the ability to uncover problems in the program logic. For example, Wolf (2002, p. 37) mentions anomalous results that, after investigation, are attributed to a modeling artifact. A simple experiment reveals that movement speeds do not behave as the analysts expect since increasing the factor setting from 0 to 1000 (corresponding to speeds of 0 to 10 squares per time step) does not monotonically increase speeds. For example, if the movement setting is 110, then the agent moves two steps 10% of the time but remains in place 90% of the time, for an average speed of only 0.1 squares per time step. Identification of this problem led to its modification in subsequent versions of the software, yet (Wolf 2002) it makes one wonder how often similar problems go undetected in models of complex scenarios.

The benefits of using experimental design during model development are likely to become even more substantial. If the ultimate decision maker needs rapid turnaround on the model development and analysis, this mandates using a modeling platform or reusing previously developed code to put together a model quickly. When code or modeling platforms are used or combined in new ways, some details of the modeling logic may be either poorly documented, or poorly understood by the user.

In exploratory environments like those above, it does not make sense to use the models to estimate factor effects numerically—we seek tendencies rather than values. At the other extreme, suppose we have a model that we are comfortable using for prediction. Then “understanding the system” may result from performing a detailed sensitivity analysis of a particular system configuration (i.e., examining the impact of small departures from this configuration). How should we proceed? Searching for effects by varying factors one at a time is an ineffective means of gaining understanding for all but the simplest systems. First, when using this approach it is impossible to identify any interaction effects between two or more factors, where positive interactions imply that factors complement each other, and negative interactions imply that factors are partial substitutes for each other. Second, even when interaction effects are negligible so one-factor-at-a-time sampling provides valid insights into I/O relationships, this can be proven to be an inefficient way to estimate the factor effects. From the outset, the analysts must explore factor effects concurrently to understand how their simulation model behaves when its factors are changed.

Between these two extremes of exploratory investigations and prediction generation are situations where we wish to identify a short list of important factors from the long initial list of potential factors. Depending on context, this might lead to a more thorough investigation of this short list via subsequent simulation experiments, a decision to forego adding enhancements or greater detail to aspects of the model that are found to be unimportant (at least over predetermined factor-level ranges), or collection of (additional) real-world data to home in on appropriate values of (say) influential input distributions. Alternatively, simply identifying the most influential factors (and their directional effects on performance) may suffice. Of course, factor importance depends on the experimental domain (or experimental frame, as Zeigler et al. 2000 call it). For example, oxygen supply is important for missions high in the sky and deep under water, but not on land at sea level. So the clients must supply information on the intended use of the simulation, including realistic ranges of the individual factors and limits on the admissible scenarios. This includes realistic combinations of factor values; for example, some factor values must sum to 100%.

2.1.2. Finding Robust Decisions or Policies. We discuss robust policies, rather than optimal policies, for a reason. It is certainly true that finding the optimal policy for a simulated system is a hot topic, and many methods have been proposed. These methods include heuristic search techniques that treat the simulation model as a black box—such as genetic algorithms, response surface methodology (RSM), simulated annealing, and tabu search—and methods that analyze the simulation model to estimate gradients—such as perturbation analysis and score functions. The latter two techniques can be used in an optimization algorithm such as stochastic approximation. Fu (2002) and Spall (2003) discuss the current research and practice of optimization for simulation. Unfortunately, all these methods implicitly condition on a large number of events or environmental factors. In practice, the future environment is uncertain, so this so-called optimal policy cannot be achieved and may break down completely. Therefore, we wish to find a robust policy, that is, one that works well across a broad range of scenarios. Such policies have also been called “satisficing” (Simon 1981).

To illustrate this problem with classic optimization, consider using simulation to explore different layouts for a small factory. The project manager’s decision factors relate to the type, number, position, and buffers associated with machines on the factory floor, as well as schemes for prioritizing or expediting orders. This is a prototypical problem often analyzed using a simulation optimization method, but the result of the “optimization” is conditioned on assumptions of specific (typically assumed independent) distributions for order arrivals, order sizes, machine uptimes, downtimes, and service times, and many more input variables. We argue that using the
term “optimum” is problematic when the probability of all these assumptions holding in practice—even for a limited time—is effectively zero. Suggesting different possible “optimal” layouts for several potential customer order patterns may be singularly unhelpful since the decision maker cannot control future orders and may not even have good forecasts.

In contrast, a robust design approach treats all these assumptions as additional factors when running the experiment. These are considered noise factors (rather than decision factors) because they are unknown or uncontrollable in the real-world environment. A robust system or policy works well across a range of noise conditions that might be experienced, so implementing a robust solution is much less likely to result in unanticipated results. For example, Sanchez et al. (1996) use a multistage sequential approach to evaluate factory layouts and order-dispatching rules in a job shop when the mix of demand for different products is unknown. They find that the “best” factory setup uses neither the commonly used economic order quantity nor the just-in-time dispatching rule for batching orders. Their robust solution yields a 34% smaller loss (in expected squared deviation from the target total time in system) than a solution that optimizes the mean time in the system, and a 10%–22% improvement over solutions that minimize the variance of the time in the system; the robust solution uses no more (and usually fewer) total machines, indicating potential savings in capital expenditures. Another example is Kleijnen and Gaury (2003) who assume a base production planning scenario and compare several solutions to identify which solution is least sensitive to changes in the environment.

This robust design philosophy is inspired by Taguchi (1987), who uses simple designs to identify robust product configurations for Toyota. The results improve quality while lowering the cost of automobiles and component systems because the chosen product designs perform well—despite variations in incoming raw material properties, the manufacturing process, and customers’ environments. Sanchez (2000) discusses robust design for simulation experiments. Metamodels can suggest scenarios (i.e., new combinations of factor levels) not yet investigated, although the analyst should make confirmatory runs before applying the results.

We do not mean to imply that an optimization approach will necessarily yield a bad answer. An analyst can perform sensitivity analysis on any particular solution, either formally (e.g., applying DOE techniques or invoking mathematical arguments on the nature of the response surface) or informally (e.g., performing some trial-and-error investigations to determine whether small changes in the scenario lead to big changes in the output). If sensitivity analysis around the so-called optimal solution indicates that it still performs well (in an absolute sense) when realistic departures from these assumptions occur, then the optimization algorithm has identified a solution that is likely to perform well in practice. If changes in the environment (e.g., new patterns of customer orders) affect all potential solutions similarly, then the relative merit of particular policies does not change. If factor settings associated with good mean responses are also associated with low response variances, then the optimal solution in terms of mean performance will also be robust. In a recent case study, Kleijnen et al. (2003) derive a solution that minimizes both the expected value and the variance of the output of a supply chain simulation. That solution is controlled by the decision factors; the mean and variance are computed across several environmental scenarios.

Nonetheless, there are situations where optimizing and then performing sensitivity analysis can lead to fundamentally different answers. For example, a military problem of current interest is finding a good strategy for defending a high-value target (courthouse, church, or monument) against a single terrorist. If the analysts condition on the route the terrorist will take approaching the building, then forces will be concentrated along this path. Conversely, if the direction of approach is unknown, then an entirely different strategy (dispersing the protective forces) is much more effective.

2.1.3. Comparing Decisions or Policies. We avoid the phrase “making predictions about the performance of various decisions or policies.” Comparisons may need to be made across a number of dimensions. Rather than formal statistical methods for testing particular factor effects or estimating a specific performance measure, our goal might be to provide the decision maker with detailed descriptive information. For example, we could present the means, variances, percentiles, and any unusual observations (see the box plots in Law and Kelton 2000) for the distribution functions of the estimators of several performance measures, for each of the systems of interest. These measures can then be reported, along with implementation costs and other considerations not included in the model.

If at least some of the factors are quantitative, and if a performance measure can be clearly stated, then metamodels can describe the I/O relationships via functions of various factor levels. Here, rather than running an experiment to gain insight into how the performance is affected by all the factors, we may focus on a few of immediate interest to the decision maker.

If the analysts wish to compare a fixed small number of statistical populations (representing policies or
scenarios), ranking and selection procedures (R&S), multiple comparison procedures (MCPs), and multiple ranking procedures (MRP) can be used. There are two basic approaches: (i) how to select, with high probability, the system, decision, or policy that is—for practical purposes—the best of the potential choices; and (ii) how to screen the potential systems, decisions, or policies to obtain a (random-size) subset of “good” ones. Many procedures have been developed specifically to address some of the characteristics of simulation experiments we discuss in §3 (Chick and Inoue 2001, Hsu 1996, Goldsman et al. 2002, Nelson and Goldsman 2001). Some assume that all populations are compared with each other, whereas others assume comparisons with a standard.

2.1.4. Summary. The three types of questions we pose differ from those typically suggested in the literature. Sacks et al. (1989) classify problems for simulation analysts as prediction, calibration, and optimization. Kleijnen (1998) distinguishes among global (not local) sensitivity analysis, optimization, and validation of simulation models. (In global sensitivity analysis the simulation inputs vary over the whole experimental area, rather than infinitesimally.) These two classifications are related to the ones we use—for example, global sensitivity analysis can be used as a way of gaining understanding about a problem—but there is not a one-to-one mapping. For certain classes of simulations, such as military operations or hazardous waste disposal, data are extremely limited or nonexistent, so calibrating, optimizing, predicting, and validating may be meaningless goals.

In the best tradition of scientific discovery, simulation experiments can, nonetheless, have a role in supporting the development of insights (or theories) in these situations. For example, Helton and Marietta (2000) discuss how to assess the performance of a nuclear waste plant in New Mexico in the next 10,000 years. Obviously, such a model is hard to validate due to a dearth of data and changing conditions. Nevertheless, extensive sensitivity analyses convinced the Environmental Protection Agency of the validity of this model, so it granted a permit to build and exploit this plant. Dewar et al. (1996) also discuss how one can credibly use models that cannot be validated in the simulation of future military conflicts—an area of almost unimaginable complexity. Despite the tremendous amount of uncertainty about potential future conflicts, decisions must be made (such as what equipment to purchase, how to organize units, and how to use future forces) that will affect large sums of money and affect many lives. Since simulations of potential future force-on-force cannot be validated (Hodges 1991), these simulations are used to assist decision makers in gaining insights into extremely complex systems and processes. For example, if the veracity of a given simulation model cannot be ascertained, but the simulation is known to favor one system over another, this knowledge can sometimes be used to make a strong decision. Suppose a warfare simulation is known to be biased in favor of the red side over the blue side (say, the simulation assumes the red force members are all 10 feet tall), yet the blue side always wins in the simulation. Then we can be confident that the blue side will win such a conflict in the real world. This type of reasoning is called an a fortiori argument (Hodges and Dewar 1992). Note that if the red side wins in the simulation, we do not know whether this result occurs because the red side is indeed better or because the simulation is biased. An unvalidated simulation model can also be used to generate plausible outcomes if they are consistent with all available information deemed salient. One can easily construct a case in which an action would be avoided if a simulation suggests that a potentially catastrophic outcome is plausible. More typically, high-dimensional explorations of unvalidated models are used to help devise new ideas (i.e., tools for brainstorming) or to trace the consequences of assumptions over a variety of conditions.

The situations above contrast sharply with many simulation experiments in the literature that often assume a thoroughly validated and verified simulation model exists, and that the decision makers have very specific questions about, e.g., the impact on a particular performance measure resulting from changing a small number of factors to specified (new) values. The users might hypothesize the nature and strength of a particular factor effect, and the analysts’ charge is to run the simulation model and collect I/O data to test this hypothesis.

2.2. The Simulation Setting
We now describe characteristics of simulation settings that call for nontraditional designs, drawing on recent practical examples from industrial and military applications for motivation.

2.2.1. Number of Potential Factors. In real-world experiments, only a small number of factors are typically varied. Indeed, it is impractical or impossible to attempt to control more than, say, 10 factors; many published experiments deal with fewer than 5. Academic simulations, such as single-server queueing models, are also severely limited in terms of the number of potential input factors. In contrast, a multitude of potential factors exists for simulation models used in practice. For example, the Map Aware Non-uniform Automata (MANA) software platform was developed to facilitate construction of simple agent-based mod-
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Most procedures (e.g., R&S, MCPs, MRP, and RSM)
involve a single quantitative performance measure;
the goal is typically to maximize or minimize the
expected value of a single simulation output. How-
ever, in many simulation applications, it is unreal-
istic to assume a single measure characterizes the
system performance. For example, textbook examples
of simple queueing systems often discuss minimizing
the average waiting time. In practice, other choices
include minimizing the proportion of customers who
wait more than a specified time, maximizing the
number served within a particular time, improving
customer satisfaction by providing information
about projected wait time and allowing customers to
reschedule, minimizing the errors in processing cus-
tomer transactions, and balancing workloads across
servers. Other examples are the various performance
measures in supply-chain management; see Kleijnen
and Smits (2003). Consequently, it is restrictive to use
a DOE framework suggesting that the appropriate
goal of the study should be examining the expected
value of a single performance measure.

Taguchi’s (1987) robust design approach offers
another way to proceed in the case of multiple perfor-
ance measures. If responses are converted to losses
and appropriately scaled, then analysts can construct
models of overall expected loss. We prefer to construct
separate metamodels for each performance charac-
teristic because it makes it easier to identify why certain
scenarios exhibit more or less desirable performance
than others.

A few researchers use a mathematical-program-
mapping framework to analyze multiple simulation out-
puts, i.e., one output is minimized whereas the re-
maining outputs should satisfy prefixed constraints
(Angün et al. 2002). For example, inventory may be
minimized while the service percentage meets a pre-
specified level.

2.2.3. Response-Surface Complexity.  
Assump-
tions about the metamodel’s complexity are generally
broken down into assumptions regarding its deter-
ministic and its stochastic components and often drive
the analysis. The standard assumptions in DOE are
that the deterministic component can be fit by a poly-
nomial model of the factor levels (perhaps after suit-
able transformations of the factors or responses) and
that the stochastic component can be characterized
as additive white noise. The latter assumption means
that the residuals of the metamodel are normally
distributed and IID. In practice, normality may be
explained by the central limit theorem, but the IID
assumption is violated when the noise has larger vari-
ances in subspaces of the experimental area. This is
known as variance heterogeneity or heteroscedasticity
and is pervasive in simulation. For example, in queueing
problems the intrinsic noise increases dramatically as
the traffic load approaches 100% (Cheng and Kleijnen
1999, Kleijnen et al. 2000). Moreover, common ran-
dom numbers (CRNs) are often used for generating
output from several simulation scenarios since they
can sharpen the comparison among systems. Unfor-
nately, CRNs violate the independence assumption.

Good modeling practice means that the analyst
should strive to find the simplest metamodel that
captures the essential characteristics of the system
(Occam’s razor). Therefore, we need a suite of design
tools, some appropriate for simple response surfaces
and others for more complex systems. Simpler meta-
models are often easier to justify when only a small
number of factors and performance measures are
examined, yet interpreting the results may be problematic because the analyst may easily miss important system characteristics. In §4, we describe how some designs allow assessment of the suitability of the estimated metamodel. In principle, we prefer to classify factors into four categories: (i) factors thought to be very important, (ii) factors that might be important, (iii) factors that are thought to be unimportant but are sampled anyway, and (iv) factors that are quite comfortable in ignoring. Designs that sample differently across these classifications make intuitive sense.

It is increasingly apparent that some systems exhibit highly nonlinear behavior. A system’s response surface may be characterized by localized regions where the response differs sharply from the surrounding area (spikes). It may contain thresholds (large, smooth contours in the factor space) where the response is discontinuous, so if the threshold is crossed the response steps up or down. It may contain regions over which the response is chaotic, i.e., extremely sensitive to tiny changes in the input-factor settings so that the output appears impossible to predict. For example, Vinyard and Lucas (2002) make billions of runs and find that chaotic behavior is rampant across many performance measures in a simple deterministic model of combat. Designs that examine only a small number of scenarios are unable to reveal such behavior; instead, the analysts may believe they are facing a simulation model with a large stochastic component.

2.2.4. Steady-State vs. Terminating Simulations. Terminating simulations run until a specific event has occurred; for example, we might simulate a single day’s operation of a retail establishment. Steady-state simulations have no natural termination point, so they can keep generating data for their analysis. The simulation type has implications on the design and analysis. For terminating simulations, it may be necessary to censor results if we are simulating rare events; see Kleijnen et al. (2001). For steady-state simulations, the initial conditions are often chosen for convenience rather than relevance, e.g., a simulation of a computer network may start with all servers and relay nodes operational and no demands on the system. Here, the simulation output of the warm-up period biases the estimated response. The length of the warm-up period affects the total time required for experimentation.

2.2.5. Inclusion of Simulation-Specific Factors. Analysts have control over many things during the course of a simulation study (in addition to the factor levels they manipulate and the performance measures they collect). This control includes the maximum run time for terminating simulations. For steady-state simulations this control includes specifying the warm-up period and run length(s), as well as how (if at all) the time-series output is averaged or aggregated into batches. The choice of the number of batches and batch sizes is an important topic of research in itself (e.g., Schmeiser 1982, Steiger et al. 2005, Alexopoulos and Goldsman 2004), and an implicit assumption in many simulation-analysis techniques is that appropriate batch sizes and warm-up periods are used. Other simulation-specific factors that can be controlled include the use of CRNs to facilitate comparisons across alternatives. For example, all potential factory layouts can be subjected to the same pattern of customer orders. Other variance-reduction techniques (VRTs), such as control variates and importance sampling, have been developed for simulation output (see Law and Kelton 2000). Unfortunately, not all designs can easily accommodate these VRTs.

2.3. External Concerns and Constraints

We now discuss issues that often play a major role in the implementation of simulation experiments, although they are generally not discussed in the literature.

2.3.1. Sequential vs. One-shot Data Collection. In real-world experiments, the basic mindset is often that data should be taken simultaneously unless the design is specifically identified as a sequential design. When samples must be taken sequentially, the experiment is viewed as prone to validity problems. Analysts must therefore randomize the order of sampling to guard against time-related changes in the experimental environment (such as temperature, humidity, consumer confidence, and learning effects) and perform appropriate statistical tests to determine whether the results have been contaminated.

Most simulation experiments are implemented sequentially even if they are not formally analyzed that way. If a small number of design points are explored, this implementation may involve the analysts manually changing factor levels. An approach less prone to data-entry errors involves automatically generating an input file, or series of input files, once a particular design has been chosen. These files may be executed sequentially (and efficiently) in batch mode. Modifying simulations to run in parallel over different computers is possible but not typical. For example, parallelization is being used effectively at the supercomputing clusters of the Maui High Performance Computing Center (http://www.mhpcc.edu) and the Mitre Corporation in Woodbridge, Virginia (http://www.mitre.org). In many cases, parallelization results from manually starting different runs (or sets of runs) on a few computers to cut down on the overall time to complete the data collection. For example, Vonk Noordegraaf et al. (2003) used five PCs to finish their 64 scenarios, each scenario
2.3.2. Premature Termination of the Experiment. When a simulation takes a nontrivial amount of time to run, analysts may have to terminate the experiment prematurely because the computer breaks down, the client gets impatient, preliminary results are needed, etc. This premature termination occurs in many defense simulation projects. It is then better that the analyst organize the list of scenarios so that the output can provide useful information, even if curtailed. For example, consider a simulation where a single input factor (taking the value 1 or 2) defines two systems the decision maker wishes to compare, each run takes one day of CPU time, the design specifies 30 replications of each system, and a single computer is available (so it will take two months to complete the experiment). If all 30 runs for system 1 are conducted before beginning the runs for system 2, it will be impossible to say anything about the relative merits of the systems until the end of day 31. In contrast, an alternating sequence of runs allows preliminary comparisons as early as the end of day 2, and half the data on each system is available by the end of day 30. According to DOE theory the scenarios could be run in any order, but the latter approach is clearly preferable if preliminary results might be requested or the experiment might be terminated early. This idea also applies when runs are conducted on multiple machines or there are multiple input factors, each with multiple levels, provided a long time is needed to complete the experiment.

With this view, even nonsequential designs can be implemented sequentially in ways that are robust to early termination. Some single-stage designs can be viewed as augmentations of simpler designs, so there is a natural way to separate the designs into two or more parts. Clearly, sequential or partially sequential designs have this characteristic: after one stage of sampling the analysts indicate which configuration(s) should be examined next.

2.3.3. Data Collection Effort. The increase in computer speeds has caused some analysts to add more details to their simulation models. We believe it should spur us to ask more from our simulation models.

The traditional concept of a fixed sampling budget (in terms of the number of runs) is unnecessarily restrictive. Even if a single computer is used, the time per run is seldom fixed. Different analysts might use different run lengths and batch sizes. Run times might vary across scenarios because some tend to yield fewer events or have different warm-up periods in steady-state simulations, or lead to early termination for non-steady-state simulations. Implementing a design may be very easy if software is available to generate coded factor levels, next convert them to original factor levels, and then generate input files so the simulation can be run in batch mode. Conversely, if the analysts must edit and recompile the code for each scenario, or make all changes manually through a graphical user interface, implementation time can surpass the run time.

Another way of describing this data-collection effort is by the time required to estimate the metamodel parameters to a certain level of precision. Unfortunately, it is difficult to make generic recommendations using this approach since the time depends on the underlying (heterogeneous) variability. We have recently seen run time vary from less than a second to over 100 hours per scenario on a single processor.

A related issue is the trade-off between the number of design points and the number of replicates per design point. Suppose the total computer time is the same for the two options: one with many replicates per design point, and another with more design points and fewer replicates. The first option enables explicit estimation of response variances that can vary across scenarios. If the primary goal of the study is finding robust systems or policies, then some replication at every design point is essential. If the goal is understanding the system, this may also include understanding the variance, again mandating replication. However, if the goal is that of understanding or comparing systems and a constant variance can be assumed, then this constant can be estimated using classic ordinary least squares regression, provided no CRNs are used and the metamodel is correctly specified. Replication is then of less concern and the second option (exploring more scenarios) can be a better way to spend scarce computer time. Note that a single replicate yields an unbiased estimator of the response of a specific scenario. For example, consider a terminating simulation of a bank that closes at 5:00 p.m. The observed maximum queue length during a single day is an unbiased estimator of the true maximum. Of course, simulating more days provides a more precise estimate based on the observed maximum averaged over all simulated days, though it does not change the fact that different scenarios may result in substantially different variances in the daily maximum queue length.
2.4. Conveying Results Effectively

The best experiment will come to naught if the results are not communicated properly to the decision maker. We refer back to the three primary goals (developing a basic understanding, identifying robust solutions, and comparing systems). For the first goal, a good analogy is exploratory data analysis. Graphical tools that allow multidimensional visualization of the results may be much more helpful than equations or tables. Useful tools include three-dimensional rotatable plots, contour plots, and trellis plots (Sanchez and Lucas 2002). Regression trees and Bayesian networks have also been effective ways of communicating which factors are most influential on the performance measures (Gentle 2002, Martinez and Martinez 2002). Yet, visualizing simulation results remains a challenge at this stage of simulation experimentation. Tufte (1990) is the seminal reference for excellence in graphical presentation; Meyer and Johnson (2001) describe tools developed specifically for visually exploring large amounts of data from simulation experiments with multiple performance measures.

3. Criteria for Evaluating Designs

Once analysts know their situation, the question is: now what? Above we stated that there is no single prototypical situation (in terms of the type of question to be asked, or simulation characteristics) that analysts might face. In this light, it is not surprising that we cannot recommend a specific design. How, then, should analysts choose an appropriate design? While we do not have all the answers, we do attempt to provide some guidance.

In what follows, we use the term design to denote a matrix where the columns correspond to the input factors, the entries correspond to (possibly coded) levels for these factors, and each row represents a particular combination of factor levels also called a design point. More detail on construction and use of these designs is in this paper’s Online Supplement.

Others have listed desirable attributes for designs for experiments with real systems (Box and Draper 1987, Myers and Montgomery 2002). We describe criteria to evaluate designs in simulation settings, and we discuss how they may (or may not) apply directly to the issues described earlier. We will use these criteria in deciding which designs to recommend in §4.

3.1. Number of Scenarios

In the literature, a major design attribute is the number of scenarios required to enable estimation of metamodel parameters. A design is called saturated if its number of factor combinations (say) \( n \) equals the number of metamodel parameters, \( q \). For example, if the metamodel is a first-order polynomial in \( k \) factors, then \( q = k + 1 \) (where 1 refers to the grand or overall mean, often denoted by \( \beta_0 \)); a saturated design means \( n = k + 1 \). Actually, there are several saturated designs for a given metamodel type. For the first-order polynomial in \( k \) factors, one saturated design changes one factor at a time, whereas another design is a fractional factorial (see §4 or Box et al. 1978). To choose among different designs, we also consider the following quality attributes.

3.2. Orthogonality

A design is said to be orthogonal if the columns of the design matrix are orthogonal (i.e., the inner product of any two columns is zero). Orthogonality has long been a desirable criterion for evaluating designs. It simplifies computations. Since the input factors are uncorrelated, it is easier to determine whether to include them in a metamodel (e.g., using regression) and to separate their contributions to the overall metamodel fit. This in turn simplifies interpretation of the results. (Lack of orthogonality, also called multicollinearity, implies that the effect estimates have very large standard errors or cannot be computed at all.) Unfortunately, requiring orthogonality also has limitations. In reality, some factor level combinations may not be permissible. For example, in an M/M/1 queue the expected steady-state waiting time is infinite if the arrival rate exceeds the service rate. A complicated application (simulating part of the Rotterdam harbor) with exploding waiting times for the original orthogonal design appears in Kleijnen et al. (1979). In general, forcing orthogonal designs may mean limiting many factors to narrower ranges, or figuring out a way to deal with unstable results for certain scenarios. Unfortunately, in complex models it may not be possible to know a priori which factor-level combinations are problematic.

A design may be orthogonal in the coded factor values (such as −1 and +1) but not in the original factor values. Simulation analysts should be aware of possible scaling effects. Coding all the factor levels can facilitate identification of the most important factors (Box et al. 1978, Bettonvil and Kleijnen 1990).

3.3. Efficiency

The design determines the standard errors for the estimated metamodel parameters. The DOE literature uses several criteria (see Kleijnen 1987, p. 335). For example, A-optimality means that the sum of these standard errors is minimal. D-optimality considers the whole covariance matrix of the estimated parameters (not only the main diagonal) and means that the determinant of this matrix is minimal. G-optimality considers the mean squared error of the output predicted through the metamodel (Koehler and Owen 1996).

The criteria above certainly can be (and have been) used to evaluate designs proposed for analyzing
simulation experiments. Unfortunately, these criteria require strong a priori assumptions on the metamodels to be fit to the data and the nature of the response (e.g., variance homogeneity). These assumptions are usually violated in simulation. Consequently, these criteria are of little value when there is substantial uncertainty a priori on the nature of the simulation’s output. Moreover, focusing on minimizing the number of design points (or maximizing the efficiency for a fixed number of design points) may not be enough to insure “efficient” data collection, at least for steady-state simulations where it does not make much sense to worry about using the most efficient design if one does not also worry about using the smallest run length to achieve the desired goal. In short, efficiency is most critical when the runs are time consuming. Other criteria become more relevant when we are able to gather plenty of data quickly.

3.4. Space Filling and Bias Protection
Conceptually, space-filling designs sample not only at the edges of the hypercube that defines the experimental area, but also in the interior. A design with good space-filling properties means that analysts need not make many assumptions about the nature of the response surface. Space-filling designs currently provide the best way of exploring surfaces where we do not expect to have smooth metamodels. They are particularly useful for fitting nonparametric models, such as locally weighted regressions. These designs, especially Latin hypercube sampling (LHS), have been applied when fitting Kriging models (see §4) and neural networks (Alam et al. 2004). Detection of thresholds is discussed by Watson and Barnes (1995), who propose a sequential design procedure.

Space-filling designs also provide flexibility when estimating a large number of linear and nonlinear effects, as well as interactions, and so provide general bias protection when fitting metamodels of specific forms. Other designs do not have good space-filling properties but still protect against specific violations of model complexity assumptions. These include the designs of resolution 3, 4, and 5 below. We also refer to Sasena et al. (2002) and Kleijnen and van Beers (2004), who develop customized (but not space-filling) designs where sequentially selected scenarios are driven by the specific simulation application at hand.

3.5. Ability to Handle Constraints on Factor-Level Combinations
In some situations (for example, chemical experiments) factor values must add up to 100%. The classic DOE literature presents mixture designs for these situations (Montgomery 2000). Many designs exist for exploring experimental regions (i.e., permissible combinations of design points) that are either hypercubes or spheres. In simulation experiments, restricting factor values to realistic combinations may complicate the design process dramatically. This is an area seriously in need of more research. Sanchez et al. (2001) propose elliptical designs, motivated by observational economic data. In many queueing situations, certain combinations of factor settings give unstable outputs (Kleijnen et al. 1979, Sanchez et al. 2005). Until designs that can handle such situations are available, visual presentation of the results—and exploratory data analysis—may be the most appropriate ways of determining whether these situations exist.

3.6. Ease of Design Construction and Analysis
Designs should be easy to construct if they are to be used in practice. Nonetheless, some designs are useful even if difficult to generate, so we do not rule out the use of tabulated designs, particularly if they are incorporated into software packages. The major statistical software packages include some experimental-design generation methods. Ideally, design software should be readily available for many platforms. One example is WebDOE, which helps users to design their experiments with deterministic simulation models, offering a library of classical designs through an easy-to-use Web interface (Crary Group 2004).

The analysis is also easy if software is available for many platforms. Regression software is abundant, so the most common analysis tool is readily available and need not be discussed further. Newer surface-fitting methods are also available, including Kriging, neural nets, radial basis functions, splines, support-vector regression, and wavelets; see Clarke et al. (2005) and Antoniadis and Pham (1998). These are metamodel construction methods that can be applied to data collected using a variety of experimental designs and may do a better job fitting certain complex response surfaces. Because we have some experience with Kriging, which has established a track record in deterministic simulation—and this metamodel is not yet much applied in random simulation—we briefly explain the basic approach (see van Beers and Kleijnen 2003, 2004).

Kriging is named after the South African mining engineer D. G. Krige, who developed his technique while searching for gold. It is an interpolation method that predicts unknown values of a random function or random process; see the classic Kriging textbook of Cressie (1993) or the excellent text by Santner et al. (2003). More precisely, a Kriging prediction is a weighted linear combination of all output values already observed. These weights depend on the distances between the input for which the output is to be predicted and the inputs already simulated. Kriging assumes that the closer the input scenarios are, the more positively correlated the outputs are. This is modeled through the correlogram or the related variogram.
The optimal Kriging weights vary with the input value for which output is to be predicted, whereas linear regression uses one estimated metamodel for all input values.

If analysts are interested in the I/O behavior within a local area, then a low-order polynomial may be an adequate metamodel. However, for an experimental area that is global (not local), Kleijnen and van Beers (2005) demonstrate that a low-order polynomial gives poor predictions compared with a Kriging metamodel. Giunta and Watson (1998) also compare Kriging with polynomial metamodels. Jin et al. (2001) compare Kriging with polynomial metamodels, splines, and neural nets. More recently, van Beers and Kleijnen (2003) apply Kriging to stochastic simulation; Jin et al. (2002) discuss the accuracy of Kriging and other metamodels under a sequential sampling approach.

Note that in deterministic simulation, Kriging has an important advantage over linear regression analysis: Kriging gives predicted values at observed input values that are exactly equal to the simulated output values. Deterministic simulations are used for computer-aided engineering in the development of airplanes, automobiles, computer chips, computer monitors, etc.; see the pioneering article of Sacks et al. (1989), and Simpson et al. (2001) for an update. Lophaven et al. (2002) have developed a MATLAB toolbox for Kriging approximations to computer models, but the commercially supported software products currently available (such as the Kriging software in S-Plus) are intended for real-world data, and so limited to three dimensions.

In theory, if a design is used to generate multiple outputs they will be accounted for in the analysis. For example, multivariate regression analysis may be applied. Each output is usually analyzed individually in practice. For linear regression analysis, Khuri (1996) proves that this suffices if all outputs are generated by the same design. The same design is indeed used when running the simulation and observing multiple outputs.

4. Design Toolkit: What Works and When

Now that we have identified several characteristics of simulation settings and designs, it is time to match them together. Consider Figure 1, in which we chart some designs according to two dimensions that together describe the simulation setting. The horizontal axis represents a continuum from simple to complex response surfaces. Since the metamodel complexity depends on both the deterministic and stochastic components, there is not a unique mapping. We list some of the assumptions along the axis to inform the users about the types of metamodels that can be fit. The vertical axis loosely represents the number of factors. So the lower left represents simple response surfaces with only a handful of factors, that is, the traditional DOE setting with Plackett-Burman designs developed in the 1940s, etc. The upper right represents very complex response surfaces with many fac-

Figure 1  Recommended Designs According to the Number of Factors and System Complexity Assumptions
tors. We do not present a comprehensive list of all available designs, but rather describe those that seem most promising and are either readily available or fairly easy to generate.

We hope to change the mindset of those who might otherwise begin experimentation by focusing on a small number of factors, so we advocate using designs near the top of this figure. In this way, analysts can look broadly across the factors in the simulation study. The analyst willing to make simplifying assumptions can start from the left of the figure, which will tend to reduce the initial data-collection effort. (Of course, whenever assumptions are introduced, their validity should be checked later.) Alternatively, the analyst can start from the upper right of the figure for an initial experiment if little is known about the nature of the response. Employing CRNs or other VRTs can make certain procedures more efficient, and perhaps allow the analyst to handle more factors or make fewer assumptions for a given computational effort. In our experience, VRTs other than CRNs seldom give dramatic efficiency gains—except for rare-event simulations—but others report they have found VRTs quite effective in large-scale simulations.

If this initial experiment does not completely address the main goal, then preliminary results can be used to design new experiments (augmenting the current data) to focus on factors or regions that appear most interesting. This corresponds to moving south in Figure 1 to focus on the short list of factors selected after the initial experiment while holding the remaining factors to only a few configurations. If assumptions about the response-surface complexity are made for the initial experiment, then moving south-east is beneficial to check their validity. If few assumptions are made and the initial analysis indicates that the response surface is not very complex, then moving south-west allows the analyst to take advantage of highly efficient designs in subsequent experiments.

We now provide brief descriptions of the designs in Figure 1 and their characteristics, along with references for details. A few sample designs are given in the Online Supplement (also see Kleijnen 2005).

4.1. Gridded or Factorial Designs

Factorial designs are easy to explain to someone unfamiliar with classic DOE. A popular type of factorial is a \(2^k\) design, which examines each of \(k\) factors at two levels, and simulates all resulting combinations. Then it is possible to fit a metamodel including all interactions, not only between pairs of factors, but also among triplets, etc.

Considering more complex metamodels (i.e., moving to the right in Figure 1), the analysts may use finer grids. Three levels per factor result in \(3^k\) designs; in general, \(m\) levels per factor result in \(m^k\) designs. When there are more than a few factors, analysts may use different grids for different groups of factors, employing finer grids for those factors thought to be important to enable them to either view nonlinearities in the response surface or test the linearity assumption. Unfortunately, the number of scenarios \(n\) grows exponentially when \(k\) increases, so factorial designs are notoriously inefficient when more than a handful of factors are involved. Nevertheless, these designs are an important tool since they are easy to generate, plot, and analyze. Hence, whenever individual run times are minimal, the benefit of detailed information about the nature of the response surface may easily outweigh the additional computation time relative to the more efficient designs we discuss next.

4.2. Resolution 3 (R3) and Resolution 4 (R4) Designs

A design’s resolution determines the complexity of metamodels that can be fit, with higher-resolution designs allowing more complex models. Specifically, “a design of resolution \(R\) is one in which no \(p\)-factor effect is confounded with any other effect containing less than \(R−p\) factors” (Box et al. 1978, p. 385). Two effects are confounded when they cannot be separately estimated. For metamodels with main effects only (i.e., first-order metamodels with no interaction terms), it can be proved that the most efficient designs are R3 designs, provided the white noise assumption holds. If \(k + 1\) is a power of two, R3 designs are fractional factorial designs, denoted as \(2^{k−p}\) designs where the total number of design points is \(2^{k−p}\). If \(k + 1\) is not a power of two but is a multiple of four, then R3 designs are tabulated as Plackett-Burman designs. See any DOE textbook for details (e.g., Box et al. 1978).

If interactions are assumed to be present but users are mainly interested in estimating first-order effects, then R4 designs are appropriate. These designs give unbiased estimators of main effects even if two-factor interactions are present. They can be easily constructed through the fold-over procedure, i.e., after executing the R3 design, run the mirror design that reverses each high and low value in a specific factor’s column. In other words, proceed in two stages by first running an R3 design and then augmenting it to an R4 design. (See also the RSM designs in Donohue et al. 1993.)

Even if the white-noise assumption does not hold, classic designs produce unbiased estimators of the metamodel parameters, although not necessarily with minimum standard errors. If we account for analysts’ time and energy, then these designs seem acceptable. Clearly, R3 designs (which use all scenarios to estimate all effects) give smaller standard errors for the estimated first-order effects than the popular practice
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of changing one factor at a time (which use only two scenarios per effect).

4.3. Resolution 5 (R5) Designs
If users are also interested in the individual two-factor interactions, then an R5 design is needed. Few \(2^{k-p}\) R5 designs are saturated. Saturated designs include those of Rechtschaffner (1967), discussed by Kleijnen (1987, pp. 310–311) and applied by Kleijnen and Pala (1999). R5 designs require \(O(k^2)\) factor combinations, so are less attractive if individual runs are time consuming. If an R4 design suggests that certain factors are unimportant, then computing requirements can be reduced by limiting the R5 design to fewer factors. The \(2^{k-p}\) designs can be looked up in tables (Box et al. 1978, Kleijnen 1974–1975, 1987, or Myers and Montgomery 2002), but they are relatively easy to construct and therefore can be automated.

Fractional factorial designs (including R3, R4, and R5 designs) meet classic optimality criteria such as D-optimality for specific metamodels. Other designs that satisfy these criteria are derived in optimal design theory, pioneered by Kiefer (1959) and Fedorov (1972); see also Pukelsheim (1993) or Spall (2003). These so-called optimal designs typically lack the simple geometric patterns of classic designs, and are too complicated for many practitioners.

4.4. Central Composite Designs (CCD)
A second-order metamodel includes purely quadratic effects in addition to main effects and two-factor interactions. This means that the response functions need not be monotonic. Best known designs for this case are CCD, with five values per factor. These values are coded as 0, ±1, ±c, with \(c \neq 0, 1\). It is possible to determine an optimal value of \(c\) if the white-noise assumption holds. Since this assumption does not hold for most simulation experiments, we do not worry too much about the choice of \(c\) except to suggest that analysts choose an intermediate value for better space filling. Details on CCD can be found in any DOE textbook (Box et al. 1978, Box and Draper 1987, Montgomery 2000, or Myers and Montgomery 2002).

Actually, estimation of quadratic effects requires no more than three factor levels, so to save computer time analysts may again use \(saturated\) designs, which implies \(n = 1 + k + k(k - 1)/2 + k\), namely, one overall mean, \(k\) main effects, \(k(k - 1)/2\) interactions, and \(k\) purely quadratic effects. Kleijnen (1987, pp. 314–316) discusses several saturated design types, including so-called simplex designs and fractional 3\(^d\) designs. Kleijnen and Pala (1999) apply simple saturated designs; see also Batmaz and Tunali (2003).

4.5. Sequential Bifurcation (SB)
In practice, there are situations with many factors but few important ones. In such cases, a main-effects model—possibly augmented with two-factor interactions—may suffice. Moreover, users may be able to specify the sign (or direction) of each potential main effect. In these situations, the individual factors can be aggregated into groups such that individual main effects will not cancel out. Group screening can be very effective at identifying important factors. A practical and efficient group screening procedure is SB. For example, in an ecological case study, 281 factors are screened after only 77 factor combinations are simulated, resulting in only 15 important factors; see Bettonvil and Kleijnen (1997). If interactions might be important, SB still gives unbiased estimators of the main effects, provided the number of combinations is doubled (similar to the fold-over principle for R3 and R4 designs discussed above). If allowed to run to completion, SB will keep subdividing factor groups unless the estimated aggregate effect for a group is either insignificant or negative, or it identifies individually significant factors. However, SB can be stopped at any stage, and it will still provide upper bounds for aggregated effects, as well as estimates of any individual effects already identified. The most important factor is identified first, then the next most important factor, and so on. Consequently, SB is robust to premature termination of the experiment.


4.6. Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS)
For situations involving a relatively large number of factors, McKay et al. (1979) proposed LHS. Let \(k\) still define the number of factors, let \(n\) denote the number of design points desired \((n \geq k)\), and define \(n\) levels per factor. Each column of the design matrix is a random permutation of the factor levels. LHS is so straightforward that it is incorporated in popular add-on software (such as @Risk) for spreadsheet simulation; see Sugiyama and Chow (1997).

LHS designs have good space-filling properties—particularly if several LHS designs are appended—so they are efficient ways of exploring unknown, but potentially complicated response surfaces with many quantitative factors. For LHS in Kriging (which assumes smooth metamodels, possibly with many
local hilltops) see Koehler and Owen (1996), Morris and Mitchell (1995), Simpson et al. (2001), Pacheco et al. (2003), or Santrner et al. (2003).

There are numerous variants of basic LHS. Assuming a linear metamodel, Ye (1998) developed an algorithm for orthogonal LHS. Cioppa (2002) extended the number of factors that can be examined in orthogonal LHS within a fixed number of runs. Moreover, he found that by giving up a small amount of orthogonality (allowing pairwise correlations between the design columns less than 0.03), the analysts can dramatically increase the space-filling property of these designs. His LHS designs are not easy to generate, but are tabulated (Cioppa and Lucas 2005) and thus useful in situations where the total number of runs is limited (perhaps because individual simulation runs are time consuming).

4.7. Frequency-Based Designs
For quantitative factors, a frequency-based approach makes each factor oscillate sinusoidally between its lowest and highest value at a unique and carefully chosen frequency. If the simulation is coded so that factors can be oscillated during the course of a run (called the signal run), then comparisons can be made to the noise run where all factors are held at nominal levels. This approach has been advocated as a screening tool for identifying important metamodel terms; see Schruben and Cogliano (1987) and Sanchez and Buss (1987).

More recently, frequency-based designs have been used to set factor levels for scenarios externally. That is, factor levels remain constant during the course of the simulation run, but they change from run to run; see Lucas et al. (2002) or Sanchez and Wu (2003). These designs have reasonably good space-filling properties. Moreover, there is a natural gradation in the granularity of sampling. Factors oscillated at low frequencies are sampled at many levels, whereas factors oscillated at high frequencies are sampled at fewer levels. This property may help analysts design an experiment to be robust to early termination, for example, by choosing higher oscillation frequencies for those factors believed a priori to be most important. By carefully choosing the oscillation frequencies, it is possible to use the results to fit second- and third-order metamodels. The designs are relatively easy to construct and to implement (Jacobson et al. 1991, Morrice and Bardhan 1995, Saltelli et al. 1999, or Sanchez and Wu 2003).

4.8. Crossed and Combined Array Designs
Selecting designs for finding robust solutions falls naturally into the upper middle portion of Figure 1. While there may be many factors, the analysts are interested in a metamodel that captures the impact of the decision factors only. So their metamodel (while it may be complex) does not require estimation of all factor and interaction effects. Actually, the noise factors enter into the metamodel via their impact on the variability of the response for a particular combination of decision-factor levels. This clear division of factors suggests that the analysts sample the two sets differently—for example, by crossing a high-resolution design for the decision factors with a lower resolution design for the noise factors. Crossing means that each combination of decision-factor values is simulated for each environmental scenario, which is defined by the combination of values of the environmental factors. These environmental scenarios enable estimation of the mean and variance of the simulation response per combination of decision factor values. Instead of a crossed design, the analyst may use a combined (or combined array) design (Shoemaker et al. 1991, Myers et al. 1992). In a combined design, a single design matrix (such as a factorial) is used with columns divided among parameters and noise factors. As Myers et al. (1992) suggest, this can lead to a great reduction in the data-collection effort since the only interactions that need to be estimated are those involving two decision factors. Sanchez et al. (1996) apply both crossed and combined designs to explore a job-shop simulation model. In §6 we illustrate a crossed design to identify robust decision-factor settings in a small case study; the design is provided in the Online Supplement.

Many types of designs have been used in this context. Taguchi (1987) proposes a particular class of orthogonal designs, but these are intended for factory experiments and are limited to main-effects models, which we find too restrictive for simulation environments. Ramberg et al. (1991) use a sequential approach, beginning with a $2^{k-p}$ design augmented with a center point for the decision factors, and a saturated or nearly saturated factorial for the noise factors. Moeeni et al. (1997) use three levels (varied across runs) per decision factor and frequency-based oscillation (varied within a run) for 35 noise factors. Cabrera-Rios et al. (2002) propose three levels per decision factor and two levels per environmental factor. If the number of decision factors is not too large, then the analysts may cross a CCD for the decision factors with LHS for the noise factors; see the case study in Kleijnen et al. (2005). If the number of decision factors is large, then orthogonal or nearly orthogonal LHS may be a good design for the decision factors. In short, crossed designs are easy to generate, and the two subdesigns can be chosen to achieve the characteristics (space-filling, orthogonality, efficiency) that are most pertinent to the problem at hand.

Crossed designs can be exploited in situations other than robustness studies. Lucas et al. (1997) give an
example of group screening within a fractional factorial design crossed with LHS. Lucas et al. (2002) discuss the benefits of combining multiple designs after classifying factors into several groups based on their anticipated impact. This allows analysts much more flexibility than simply putting each factor into (or leaving it out of) the experiment.

4.9. Summary
We have presented several design options for simulation experiments involving either a few or many factors. If runs are extremely time consuming, then analysts can reduce the computational effort by making assumptions about the nature of the response surface. These assumptions can be checked after the runs are completed, as we describe in §5. We contrast this approach to arbitrarily limiting the number of factors. Indeed, if the analysts change only a few factors while keeping all other factors constant, then the conclusions of the study may be extremely limited.

We have not attempted to list all designs that have been proposed for simulation experiments. For example, we have not placed any simulation optimization methods in Figure 1, although optimization can be viewed as a means of comparing systems under very specific conditions. Our goal is to suggest some designs that analysts can readily use.

5. Checking the Assumptions
Whichever design is used, sound practice means checking assumptions. With designs from the right of Figure 1, few assumptions are made about the nature of the response surface. In the process of fitting a metamodel, analysts determine what (if any) assumptions are reasonable. If they start in the upper left corner of Figure 1, then the experiment is likely used to screen the factors and identify a short list as the focus of subsequent experimentation. If so, there are likely to be fewer assumptions during the next stages of experimentation. If they start from the lower left (as traditional DOE does), then it may be essential to confirm that the resulting metamodel is sufficient, or to augment it appropriately.

One check has the *signs* of the estimated effects evaluated by experts on the real system being simulated. For example, does a decreased traffic rate (resulting from adding or training servers) indeed reduce the average waiting time? Another example is the case study by Kleijnen (1995) on a sonar simulation, in which naval experts evaluate the signs of the metamodel effects; because all signs are accepted, the underlying simulation model is considered to be “valid.” In general, checking the signs may be particularly applicable when the goal of the simulation study is general understanding rather than prediction, as for the agent-based models discussed earlier. Sometimes intuition is wrong and needs to be challenged. For example, Smith and Sanchez (2003) describe a forecasting project where the model of losses (incurred for certain groups of loans) had the “wrong” signs. Examination of the detailed files confirmed that their patterns differed from the vast majority of loans and revealed why, so that the model ended up providing new—and valid—insights to experts. Another example is the ecological case study that Bettonvil and Kleijnen (1997) use to demonstrate SB: the resulting short list of factors includes some that the ecological experts had not expected to be important.

Another check compares the metamodel predictions to the simulation outputs for one or more new scenarios (which might be selected through a small LHS design). If the results do not differ significantly, the metamodel is considered acceptable (see any textbook on linear models such as Kutner et al. 2004, also Kleijnen et al. 1998). Kleijnen and Sargent (2000) discuss how to use output from initial simulation experiments to test the metamodel constructed from other scenarios in subsequent experiments. They refer to this as *validating metamodels*, not to be confused with validating a simulation model.

The assumption of normal IID errors can be examined via residual analysis (if regression is used to fit the metamodels), or by taking additional replications at a few design points. Tunali and Batmaz (2000) investigate procedures for validating this and other assumptions for least-squares metamodel estimation.

Note that *higher-order interactions* are notoriously difficult to explain to users; nevertheless, traditional DOE routinely estimates and tests these interactions. One solution transforms the original inputs or outputs of the simulation model, to simplify the metamodel. For example, replacing two individual factors by their ratio may help in queueing simulations where the arrival and the service rates are combined into the traffic rate; in combat models the relative strength may provide a better metamodel than the individual absolute strengths of the two combatants. Furthermore, logarithmic transformations of inputs and outputs may provide a better-fitting metamodel in queueing problems; see Kleijnen and Van Groenendaal (1992).

Unfortunately, it may be difficult or impossible to transform individual factors to achieve simple metamodels, particularly when multiple performance measures are collected. One option might be to transform certain responses. We have observed instances where a transformation serendipitously yields responses of direct interest to the decision maker (such as the differences in, rather than magnitudes of, sensor ranges), while allowing the analyst to fit simpler models in the transformed spaces.
Transformations of responses are sometimes applied to satisfy the assumptions underlying the statistical analysis, rather than to construct performance measures of interest to the decision maker or to simplify the form of the metamodel. This may require a specialized analysis approach. For example, Irizarry et al. (2003) develop the so-called MLE-Delta method after finding that constructing metamodels and back-transforming the results may yield highly biased point and confidence interval estimates of the original (untransformed) responses. Often, simpler methods that do not rely on transformation suffice, particularly when we seek insights rather than predictions. For example, classic ordinary least squares (OLS) assumes normally and independently distributed simulation responses with constant variances across different scenarios, but the resulting estimators are unbiased even when the variances are not constant, and the usual test statistic is known to be very insensitive to departures from the normality assumption. This means a readily available tool can be used for analysis. A simple method that accommodates variance heterogeneity and CRNs (but does not rely on transformation) replicates the design (say) \( m \) times, estimates the metamodel from each replication, and computes confidence intervals for the metamodel’s parameters and predictions from these \( m \) replicates using a Student \( t \) statistic with \( m - 1 \) degrees of freedom (Kleijnen et al., 2005, Appendix A). We reiterate that if substantial variance heterogeneity is present, it should be characterized and conveyed directly to the decision maker.

Most practical simulation models have (say) \( w \) multiple outputs, or a multivariate response in statistical terminology. Fortunately, in the case of linear regression modeling, the OLS estimators computed for the \( w \) individual responses are identical to the generalized least squares estimators whenever the multivariate response is generated by a single design (Rao 1967).

Even with careful thought and planning, it is rare that the results from a single experiment are so comprehensive that the simulation model and its metamodel(s) need never be revisited. In practice, results from experiments often need to be modified, i.e., expanded or thrown out to obtain more detailed information on the simulation performance for a smaller region of the factor combinations. These modifications are determined in large part by the expertise of the analysts. This illustrates a need for semi-automatic methods for suggesting design refinements, which can be tricky. For example, suppose the analysts have built a response-surface model that accurately characterizes simulation performance over a particular region of the factor space. Over time, the external environment changes so that the initial factor-level combinations are no longer of primary interest, and therefore additional experiments are conducted. When is it appropriate to use a global metamodel (with data from all experiments) instead of focusing on several local metamodels (over smaller ranges)? This question merits additional research.

### 6. Case Study: Humanitarian Assistance Operations

Clearly, no single investigation will use all experimental designs described in §4 even though they represent only a subset of possible designs. To illustrate a number of the points made in the paper, we now present a small case summary of an investigation of an agent-based model of humanitarian assistance operations in urban environments. We use a scenario developed by Wolf (2003) but expand the investigation to illustrate the central points of this paper more fully. Additional details are provided in the Online Supplement.

Wolf (2003) examines a humanitarian assistance operation implemented using the MANA software platform (Lauren and Stephen 2002). A convoy with a security escort follows a given route to the most southern of two food-distribution sites in an urban environment. The convoy enters from the northeast corner, traveling west, and then turns south toward its final destination. Initially, the northern civilians make their way to the northern site, while the southern civilians move toward the southern site. As the northern civilians sense the trucks passing by, they speed up and try to follow the trucks. A lone aggressor searches for the convoy, provides harassing fire, and then runs away. The security escort returns fire if it identifies the aggressor, while the convoy responds by speeding up and driving out of the area. Once it reaches the southern site, the convoy begins distributing food. The simulation runs for a fixed time that represents a single day’s operation; initial conditions differ across runs due to random initial placement of agents within a defined border. The output measures include the numbers of northern and southern civilians fed, whether or not the aggressor is killed, and whether one of the convoy trucks is destroyed.

Several of the goals for this initial investigation (Wolf 2003, Wolf et al. 2003) are consistent with those in §2.1. One goal is to see whether gaining a better understanding of the model’s behavior offers general insights to those interested in using agent-based models for humanitarian assistance operations. A second goal is to determine whether a robust strategy exists for the convoy; that is, are there choices that improve its ability to feed people over a broad range of environments? If no robust strategy emerges, policies can be compared within a few environments to see if appropriate strategies can be identified for more limited ranges of external conditions.
Forty factors are chosen for exploration. This means from the outset that efficient experimental designs are needed to allow a broad look across the factors. The factors are all quantitative, and involve an agent’s propensities for movement under different environmental conditions, and its ability to sense, communicate, and interact with other agents. The 15 convoy and security factors are considered decision factors since they reflect actions or capabilities of the Marines. Attributes and behaviors of the civilians (14 factors) and the aggressor (11 factors) characterize a variety of environments in which the food-distribution operation could take place. Few assumptions are made about the nature of the response surface, so the experimental setting falls in the upper right corner of the design space in Figure 1. By appending 16 square random Latin hypercubes (each involving 40 design points), Wolf (2003) examines the impact of simultaneously changing the specified values of these 40 factors. The final experiment (with 50 replications at each of $16 \times 40 = 640$ design points) requires 32,000 simulation runs, but even this relatively large number of runs can be completed in 7.5 hours on a computing cluster.

For exploratory purposes, we begin by averaging the responses at each design point and graphically assessing the results. Rather than summarizing the analysis in Wolf (2003), we present examples of types of graphs that we have found particularly useful for developing an understanding of the system behavior. Unfortunately, static black-and-white pictures cannot fully portray the insights gained from using these multicolor graphs interactively, but we briefly describe the dynamic aspects in the text.

Figure 2 is a mean diamonds plot of the average number fed as a function of the communication distance, where this distance indicates how close the civilians must be to the convoy to see or hear it passing by, and how close they must be to other civilians to share this information. This plot was constructed using JMP IN® (SAS Institute 2004), but other statistical packages can produce similar plots. The plotted points are the average number of civilians fed for each of the 640 design points. Each diamond represents a 95% confidence interval for the mean response associated with specific communication distances, i.e., a set of “reasonable” values for the underlying mean response. The diamond’s upper and lower points correspond to the upper and lower confidence interval limits, and the center line is the mean. The circles on the right portion of the graph correspond to simultaneous 95% confidence intervals for all pairwise comparisons. These arise from the Tukey-Kramer honestly significant difference (HSD) test, which is an exact test if the sample sizes are the same and a conservative test if they are unequal; see Hayter (1984). Clicking on one of these circles highlights (in boldface) the communication distance in question, and displays the set of all communication distances whose average responses are not significantly different by unitalizing the labels and displaying both the circles and labels in red. We box these to aid the reader viewing the plot in black and white. This type of graph is useful because it allows the analyst to check the overall direction of main effects, as well as explore whether there are any interesting patterns, clusters, or outliers among the means. We have uncovered software logic problems using similar plots.

Once the data have been screened for extreme outliers, regression models can be used to identify factors and interactions that seem to play important roles in determining the response. Wolf (2003) fits several models, balancing model simplicity against the explanatory power. He examines how the convoy
agents can affect the success of the food-distribution operation by specifying appropriate values for factors under their control, but no robust strategy emerges since he finds that the convoy’s decision factors have very little impact on performance. The model is improved substantially if communication distance is used as a surrogate for the convoy broadcasting its presence while traveling and reclassified as a decision factor.

Interpreting the impact of model terms is often difficult from the regression output, particularly when interactions and quadratic effects are present or the factors have very different scales. Interaction profiles, such as those in Figure 3, are useful graphical summaries. The tiny subplots depict the four significant interactions in a model involving only communication factors. The factors are the maximum age of information shared among civilians, how close the civilians need to be to the convoy to begin following it (which also determines how close other civilians must be to influence movement), the communication distance (described earlier), and the communication distance once they come into contact with the convoy (which may differ). Curves indicate quadratic effects and dashed lines indicate that interactions are not present. For example, the third box in the top row shows that when information stays current (maximum information age = 1), increasing the communication distance also increases the average number of civilians fed. Increasing communication distance is also valuable—up to a point—even when the shared information may be old (maximum information age = 500), but fewer are fed than when current information is available.

The above graphs and analytic methods all deal with a single performance measure at a time. A graph often used in the social sciences is the parallel coordinates plot (Wegman 1990). This displays several variables (input factors and performance measures) simultaneously and connects the (scaled) variable values for each design point with lines. Figure 4 is a parallel coordinates plot for the humanitarian-assistance study. For simplicity, we plot only 4 of the 40 input factors and four performance measures. Because each input factor takes on 40 values in our structured design, the left of the plot is quite dense. The performance measures do not follow regular patterns.

Once again, plots like Figure 4 are most useful when they can be used interactively, when clicking on a particular line will highlight the values of all variables for the corresponding design point. The three design points corresponding to the highest observed convoy losses are highlighted in Figure 4. These design points are also associated with lower losses for the security escort and moderate probabilities of killing the aggressor, but sizeable numbers of civilians are still fed. The highlighted lines also relate the responses to the input factors. For example, the initial communication distances are all high, while no particular pattern is revealed for the contact distance. Ideally, highlighting design points in the plot also highlights them in the data set so interesting subsets
of the data can be easily extracted and examined in more detail.

Scatter plots can display how two responses are related to one another, though some care must be taken when the data sets are large. Since multiple points may result in the same pair of response values, a straightforward scatter plot will not necessarily reveal where the majority of the data are clustered. Instead, points can be offset slightly by addition of random noise (sometimes called jitter), the point sizes can vary based on the number of data points represented, or points can be plotted using transparent colors so that intense colors correspond to high data densities. (Similar approaches may be valuable for residual plots following regression analysis on very large data sets.) The data can be displayed as a collection of small plots or graphs, e.g., by splitting the data into subsets according to values of two input factors and constructing a scatter plot of two responses for each subset. These collections are also called small multiples, trellis, or tiled plots.

In all, Wolf (2003) explores several different models based on different sets of potential factors, including models involving the convoy’s decision factors, models involving communication factors, and models involving all decision and noise factors. We draw on the results of his exploratory investigation to develop a second experimental design to examine robust strategies more closely. Two of the original 40 factors are dropped (Wolf 2003), and the remaining 38 are divided into three groups: four decision factors (the initial convoy and security movement speeds, along with the northern civilians’ communication and contact communication distances), seven environmental factors that show up in at least one of his models, and 27 environmental factors that have little apparent impact on humanitarian assistance operations in the initial experiment. We use a 17-run orthogonal LH design for the four decision factors, and an 8-factor, 33-run nearly-orthogonal LH design for the noise factors. Here we group all 27 not-so-interesting noise factors to form the eighth factor. We then cross the two designs and run 50 independent replications at each of the 561 design points for a total of 28,050 runs (details are provided in the Online Supplement). Our main purpose is to facilitate comparisons in our search for robust solutions by ensuring orthogonality among the decision factors. The near-orthogonality of the noise-factor design also makes it easier to identify strategies that depend on noise factors deemed important in the initial phase of analysis. At the same time, embedding the other noise factors in the nearly-orthogonal design allows us to check the initial conclusion that these factors are less important. We keep the sample size roughly comparable to that of the first experiment so that results can be obtained within one working day.

We use squared-error losses to examine the robustness of the responses. This entails specifying a target \( \tau \) that represents the “ideal” response value. In our case, a natural target is the total number of civilians seeking food (\( \tau = 70 \)), although other values are possible. If \( \mu_x \) and \( \sigma^2_x \) denote the response mean and variance at a particular design point \( x \), then the expected loss is proportional to \( \sigma^2_x + (\mu_x - \tau)^2 \) (see Ramberg et al. 1991, or Sanchez et al. 1996). We compute the average (scaled) losses for each of the 17 design points. The most robust of these design points has an average loss of 375; its settings correspond to high civilian communication distances with the convoy and security escort traveling at moderately low speeds, and results in feeding 57, on average, which is still far from the highest possible value. Average losses for three other design points are less than 424 (13% larger). The remaining design points are far from robust; their average losses range from 540 to 1170 (44% to 212% larger).
While the above analysis allows us to compare robustness of specific design points, finding out how the decision factors affect robustness is also of interest. A nonparametric tool we find particularly useful is a regression tree (see Gentle 2002) that recursively partitions the data to provide the most explanatory power for a performance measure of interest. Figure 5 is a portion of the regression tree for the loss (averaged across replications). The first split of the data (not shown) involves communication distance: when this distance is less than 17, the average loss is very high (1158); otherwise the loss is much lower (576). Figure 5 shows the next three splits. The “leaves” at the bottom of the branches in the regression tree denote subsets of the data that are similar in terms of their performance. Additional information, such as the overall $R^2$ value (a measure of the model’s explanatory power) and the number of points and response standard deviation associated with each leaf, is available in the computer output. For the tree in Figure 5, $R^2 = 0.29$ (i.e., the tree “explains” 29% of the variability in the response). Constructing a regression tree is an interactive process. Leaves are added until the analyst is satisfied that enough explanatory power is obtained, branches can be pruned to simplify the model, and splits can be forced at certain leaves to examine smaller subsets of the data in more detail. We find it useful to tag the leaves as green, yellow, or red (for good, fair, or poor responses, respectively) when presenting the results.

Regression trees are a nonparametric approach to fitting a response to a set of data. Multiple regression can be used to suggest alternatives (i.e., combinations of factor levels that have not yet been examined) that might perform even better. Accordingly, we fit second-order models of the average loss involving only the decision factors. Another possibility would be to construct separate models for the response mean and variability (Sanchez et al. 1996). A simplified model involving four main effects, one interaction term, and one quadratic works essentially as well ($R^2 = 0.30$) as a full second-order model ($R^2 = 0.31$). (Residual plots reveal some variance heterogeneity, but the OLS estimators are nonetheless unbiased.) The results suggest that the convoy and security escort should travel slowly and broadcast their locations, particularly once they come into contact with civilians. This combination of factor values is not one of the design points for the decision factors, but the most robust of the 17 decision-factor combinations has the highest average communication distance and moderately low speeds. So, the regression results complement those of the regression tree, and can suggest alternatives whose robustness can easily be checked with a set of confirmation runs.

Finally, since we cross an orthogonal design matrix with a nearly-orthogonal one, we can assess the impact of adding noise (environmental) factor terms to our regression model without worrying about multicollinearity. Adding the significant noise factors and decision-by-noise interactions to the model increases $R^2$ from 0.30 to 0.62. An examination of the signs associated with the noise factors and interactions indicates that setting all factors to their low levels is a favorable environment for the relief efforts, while setting all to their high levels is unfavorable. This could be a first step in adapting the convoy’s tactics to suit the environment.

As always, the results must be conveyed to decision makers effectively. We find that regression trees are often easier to explain than regression equations. Three-dimensional surface plots (landscapes) are useful and easily understood when gridded data are available. So, after a broad exploration is complete, it may be beneficial to run a gridded experiment involving only four or five factors to facilitate displaying the output. Once again, small multiples can be used to compare and contrast the surfaces when holding the undisplayed factors to different levels, or to compare several performance measures. For example,
each subplot in Figure 6 shows the average response for a performance measure as a function of two input factors, while three other input factors are held at specified levels. It is sometimes informative to plot multiple surfaces on a single graph, such as the lower and upper quartiles for a particular performance measure. For nongridded data, contour plots can provide similar insights. Both surface and contour plots are readily available in spreadsheets and statistical software, though once again there are benefits to interactive graphs. For example, slider bars corresponding to the undisplayed factors’ values provide an easy way to see how the landscapes change; some statistical packages have similar profiling tools to see how the fitted surfaces change.

In summary, by using efficient experimental designs coupled with modern graphic and analytic tools, we are able to examine 40 factors at each of 40 levels simultaneously. The setup time is minimal since the factor levels are specified using spreadsheets, and the resulting file is used to update the factor values automatically to run the experiment. The total computational effort for the two experiments (50 replications at 1201 design points) is less than two-thirds the amount required to run a gridded design for any two of the factors at 40 levels \( (40^2 = 1600 \text{ design points}) \) or any 11 factors at only two levels \( (2^{11} = 2048) \). While the results indicate that second-order models suffice for this particular example, our designs require no such assumptions. The graphic and analytic results also provide insights that cannot easily be obtained using trial-and-error or by restricting the list of potential factors.

7. Conclusions and Future Research

Our primary goal in writing this paper is to help change the mindset of simulation practitioners and researchers. Indeed, we believe that practitioners should view DOE as an integral part of any simulation study, while researchers should move beyond viewing the simulation setting merely as an application area for traditional DOE methods. We advocate thinking first about three potential goals of a simulation experiment, namely, (i) understanding a system, (ii) finding robust solutions, and (iii) comparing two or more systems. We contend that the above goals are often more appropriate than those typically used, namely, testing hypotheses about factor effects, seeking an optimal policy, or making predictions about performance. To illustrate our points, we describe examples from decades of combined experience. We also describe many characteristics of the simulation setting that call for nontraditional designs as part of the simulation analyst’s toolkit. In particular, simulation experiments are often characterized by a large number of potential factors, complex response surfaces, time-varying correlated output streams, and multiple performance measures. Analysts also have the opportunity to control simulation-specific factors (such as run lengths, random-number streams, and warm-up periods) that can be exploited for additional design efficiencies. Steady-state simulations offer the possibility for batching output or conducting very long runs that may not have useful analogs in real-world experiments.

Another change in mindset occurs when analysts begin thinking explicitly about sequential experimentation. This has two major implications. First, it means that a sequence of experiments may allow the analyst to gather insights efficiently. Second, even for one-shot experiments, it may be beneficial to sequence the simulation runs appropriately to allow for useful partial information as preliminary results become available or in case the experiment is halted prematurely. We argue that the data-collection effort consists not only of the number and length of the simulation runs, but also the effort required to generate the experimental designs and manage the runs. Emphasizing solely the former may unnecessarily limit the choice of experimental designs. A related idea is the benefit of coding the simulation model in a way that facilitates creating a list of potential factors and subsequently modifying their levels. At the same time, conveying the results effectively remains a challenge for high-dimensional response surfaces.

We discuss several criteria for evaluating designs, and provide guidance on selecting designs suitable
for a particular context and using them appropriately. A small case study of a humanitarian assistance operation illustrates several of our major points.

We have listed many problems that require more investigation, resulting in a research agenda for the design of simulation experiments. For example, it is important to investigate sequential design and analysis since most computer architectures simulate the scenarios and replicates one after the other. The issue of “robust” instead of “optimal” solutions requires more research. Further work on better matching types of metamodels (and appropriate designs for developing these metamodels) to the characteristics of the simulation setting will continue to be important to analysts and decision makers. Screening designs deserve investigation and application, particularly if they can be incorporated into other designs to reduce the large number of factors at the start of the investigation. Non-smooth metamodels are needed to represent spikes, thresholds, and chaotic behavior; appropriate designs require more research and software. Multiple outputs might need special designs and analyses for different metamodels—such as Kriging and neural nets—and for evaluating or comparing systems. In addition, approaches that deal effectively with massive data sets, constraints on factor-level combinations, and unstable system configurations are critical if we are to explore large regions of the factor space.

In addition to the research, better software is needed to provide support for appropriate design-and-analysis methods. While gains have been made in recent years—as in visualization software, Kriging, and data-mining tools—there is still much room for improvement. Challenges remain for simulation modelers, software developers, consultants, and analysts. Modelers who use general-purpose software should incorporate sound programming techniques that allow analysts to alter factor levels within input files, rather than burying factor level settings deep inside the code. Simulation-software developers should incorporate experimental-design modules, particularly those involving simulation-specific factors, into their software packages. Software developers should continue developing tools that facilitate experimentation in distributed computing environments. Statistical-software vendors should continue adding design, analysis, and visualization tools that address the three primary goals of simulation experiments. Simulation consultants should consider whether their clients’ needs might be best served by incorporating experimental-design approaches. Finally, we challenge simulation researchers and practitioners to continue a dialogue that leads to rapid dissemination of new developments in, and useful applications of, the design and analysis of simulation experiments.
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